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Tube Diffusers

Standard tube Diffuser with 200x100 
holes - used for testing for above graph

Results 
 

For full results please look at the attached spread-sheet! 

Graph is derived from standard Nominal 200x100 TGD grille and represents a worst case scenario  

K Factor = 1.6 

 

Conclusions 
 

 Through testing it was determined the K factor cannot be read as stable until the grille 
velocity reaches 2.5 m/s .Results below this velocity were emitted because the values are 
too sensitive to be read by our equipment and are of negligible value in practical terms 
 

 Consistent results were reached using different fans and different speed control methods to 
rule out errors due to fan type and speed controller. 
 

 The effects of variations in air temperature between tests were not considered as this has a 
negligible effect on air density and results. 
 

 Due to the design of our punched grille being diamond shaped the ratio between nominal 
size and actual free area varies. The smaller the grille the less free area it will have relative to 
the nominal size this is due to the “Half Diamonds” surrounding the border of the grille. See 
diagram below 

 

 If we consider the grille size to have a free area of 65% of the nominal size the K factor aligns 
with the K-factor in Woods practical guide to fan engineering. Graph below 

 

 

 Using a K factor of 1.6 will mean accurate results when standard 200x100 grilles are 
specified for use. If bigger than standard grilles are used the grille will out-perform the 
requirements it was specified for. 

Pressure loss through punched mesh grille report 
 

Objective  
To establish the pressure loss through a punched mesh grille or tube diffuser 

 

Test Procedure 
 Use a test hood to measure the air flow rate 
 Using a pressure gauge, measure the pressure inside the tube against atmospheric pressure 
 Use a variable speed centrifugal fan to adjust the airflow through the grille 
 Take readings of flow rates and pressure for tubes of different sized grilles and tubes 
 Keep a constant distance between the centre of grille and the pressure tap 

 Use the results to establish a K factor using Bernoulli's Equation   ∆𝑃𝑃 = 1
2𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑉𝑉
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Tube diffusers can be used to provide 
fresh air or to extract fumes in places like 
bus pits and other work areas where air 
quality and also space for movement are 
critical.  
They occupy little volume and do not have 
protruding shapes. 
Available in a variety of metals.
Full range of fittings available.

TGd2012

Code Description  

TGd1012 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 100dia 1200L

TGd1212 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 125dia 1200L

TGd1512 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 150dia 1200L

TGd2012 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 200dia 1200L

TGd2512 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 250dia 1200L

TGd3012 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 300dia 1200L

TGd3512 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 350dia 1200L

TGd4012 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 400dia 1200L

TGd4512 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 450dia 1200L

TGd5012 Galvanised Tube Diffuser 500dia 1200L

TGdNS Galvanized Tube Diffuser Non Standard

for a tube diffuser with 200x100 grille

No need for d
iffu

sers or b
ranches

TGd2012
Tube Diffusers can be made in 

many shapes & sizes


